expiration; the phasic composition and pattern of breathing muscle activity are state-dependent. Furthermore, the breathing pattern adapts on a longer timescale to conditions such as growth and maturation, pregnancy, ageing, disease and injury. The essential adaptability of breathing is built into the breathing CPG, which has at its core the preBötzinger Complex (preBötC), a medullary microcircuit that generates the rhythm of inspiration.
Here, we define the preBötC microcircuit and its interactions with additional breathing microcircuits, consider mechanisms of rhythm generation and describe how the inspiratory breathing rhythm provides a signal that coordinates orofacial behaviours and that may affect emotional regulation, even cognitive function.
The inspirational preBötzinger Complex
Inspiratory muscle contraction is the inexorable feature of the mammalian breathing cycle. Its underlying rhythm arises from neural activity in the preBötC, a region identified in fruit bats, moles, goats, cats, rabbits, rats, mice and humans [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] (Fig. 2f) .
The preBötC was initially defined as the region of ventrolateral medulla necessary and sufficient to generate inspiration-related rhythm and motor output in brainstem slices from neonatal rat, albeit with fuzzy borders and indeterminate neuronal constituency 1 . Most breathing-related preBötC neurons show activity in phase with inspiration. Their axons cross the midline to synchronize preBötC neurons bilaterally, and also project to breathing-related medullary premotor regions [8] [9] [10] , some of which in turn project, directly or indirectly, to motor neurons that drive both inspiratory pump and airway resistance muscles (Figs. 1, 2a ). There are also numerous direct preBötC projections Central pattern generator (CPg) . A network that generates the rhythm and basic motor pattern for behaviours such as locomotion, swimming, chewing and breathing in vertebrate and invertebrate animals.
to other pontomedullary 11, 12 and suprapontine 13 sites. Perturbing preBötC excitability modulates breathing frequency in vitro 1, 14, 15 . For example, DAMGO ([d-Ala 2 , N-Me-Phe 4 , Gly 5 -ol]-enkephalin) activates μ -opioid receptors and substance P activates neurokinin 1 receptors (NK1Rs) expressed by subpopulations of preBötC neurons to potently slow or speed up inspiratory rhythm, respectively [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Other peptides, including somatostatin (SST), thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH), neuromedin B (NMB) and gastrinreleasing peptide (GRP), also act potently on (subsets of) preBötC neurons to modulate inspiratory rhythm and pattern 6, [23] [24] [25] (TABle 1) .
Exploiting peptide transmitter and receptor expression has illuminated the key role of the preBötC in breathing. Slowly (over days) killing NK1R-expressing preBötC neurons leads progressively to severe breathing pathology in adult rats 26, 27 and goats 5, 28 . Rapidly (in minutes) silencing glutamatergic SST-expressing preBötC neurons in awake rats leads to apnoea, requiring rescue by mechanical ventilation 29 . Alas, peptides and their receptors are imperfect markers, because their expression is not confined to preBötC neurons. For example, expression of NK1R and the glycoprotein reelin extends caudally from the preBötC to the rostral ventral respiratory group that contains phrenic premotor neurons 18, 30, 31 , dorsorostrally to densely labelled swallowing-related motor neurons of the compact nucleus ambiguus [16] [17] [18] [32] [33] [34] [35] , and ventrorostrally to breathing-related neurons of the parafacial nucleus (pF; see below) [36] [37] [38] (Fig. 2f) . SST is expressed not only by preBötC neurons but also in neighbouring regions 4, 39, 40 . Thus, the anatomical boundaries of the preBötC (Fig. 2f) remain fuzzy, which may reflect reality (that is, an actual lack of a sharp anatomical boundary between breathingrelated functions ascribed to the preBötC and other functions) or a lack of adequately specific markers.
Nevertheless, delineating preBötC neuronal subpopulations on the basis of features such as anatomy, electrophysiology, transmitter phenotype or peptide and peptide receptor expression is of great value, allowing investigation of their roles in generating breathing rhythm or pattern, or in coordinating breathing with other functions, such as whisking or licking 41, 42 . Genetics, including transcription factors and transmitter-related transcripts, provide another means to classify neuronal subpopulations. One subpopulation of considerable interest consists of glutamatergic preBötC neurons whose precursors express the transcription factor developing brain homeobox protein 1 (DBX1), hereafter referred to as DBX1 neurons, even though the perinatal and adult neurons no longer express DBX1. (In the following, please note that we -and most other groupshave focused on identifying the roles of DBX1 neurons, while not fully considering that Dbx1-expressing precursors also give rise to preBötC glia [43] [44] [45] , which must factor into interpretations of the effects of Dbx1 knockouts and genetic manipulations of Dbx1-derived cell populations.) Dbx1-knockout mice do not form a recognizable preBötC and die at birth because they do not breathe; in vitro preparations from these mice, which retain the medulla, do not generate inspiratory rhythm 44, 45 . DBX1 preBötC neurons in vitro express rhythmogenic membrane properties 46 . Optogenetic photoinhibition in the preBötC of mice expressing archaerhodopsin in DBX1 cells (that is, including neuronal somata, axons and synaptic terminals, as well as glia) gradually slows and ultimately stops inspiratory rhythm in reduced preparations in vitro and breathing in vivo 40, 47 , whereas transient photostimulation of channelrhodopsin-expressing DBX1 cells during expiration can trigger premature inspiration 39 . Cumulative laser ablation of individual DBX1 neuronal somata in the preBötC slows and then stops rhythmic inspiratory motor output in vitro 48 . Thus, most of the evidence suggests that DBX1 preBötC neurons are primarily responsible for these effects and that the DBX1 neuronal population includes rhythm-generating neurons, as well as non-rhythmogenic neurons (for example, see reF.
39
), and neurons that transmit preBötC signals throughout the breathing CPG 11, 12 .
Active expiration and dual oscillators Expiration in mammals is normally passive at rest, presumably because with the appearance of the diaphragm in mammals (Fig. 1) , this breathing pattern is more efficient than one with two active phases that is often seen in lower vertebrates (see Supplementary Box 1). With increased demand for O 2 (for example, when fleeing a predator), expiration becomes active; this active expiration forces lung volume below its normal resting level, which increases the tidal volume of the subsequent breath (because the next inspiration starts from a smaller lung volume). Assuming no slowing of frequency, the result is an increase in ventilation that delivers more O 2 to the lungs.
Expiration becomes active during vigorous exercise when metabolic demand is increased, at altitude where ambient O 2 levels are reduced and intermittently in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep [49] [50] [51] . The activation of expiratory muscles in REM sleep is surprising because the activity of most motor neurons is dramatically reduced during REM 52 . One possible explanation is that the enhancement of breathing resulting from intermittent active expiration counteracts the effects of
Breuer-Hering reflexes
Any of several reflexes mediated by mechanical sensory feedback from the lungs that control inflation and deflation of the lungs.
Phrenic premotor neurons
Neurons that project directly to the diaphragmatic motor neurons of the phrenic cervical motor nuclei, some of which receive input from the preBötzinger Complex. Fig. 1 | The anatomy and physiology of respiration. Breathing movements depend on pump, resistance and accessory muscles. Pump muscles include the dome-like, uniquely mammalian diaphragm and the external intercostals. During inspiration, descent of the diaphragm combined with rib elevation by the external intercostals expands the lungs to draw in air (assuming the airways are patent). The oblique abdominals and transversus abdominus and internal intercostals are expiratory pump muscles. Airway resistance muscles, which modulate inspiratory and expiratory airflow , include skeletal muscles of the tongue (including the genioglossus (shown) and the hyoglossus, styloglossus and stylohyoid muscles (not shown)), glottis, larynx and pharynx, as well as smooth muscle of the bronchi. The sternocleidomastoid and scalene muscles are accessory muscles that stabilize the rib cage. The gas-exchanging surface of human lungs, consisting of ~5 × 10 8 alveoli each measuring 200 µ m in diameter, is roughly half the size of a tennis court (~70 m 2 ) but is contained in a volume of < 3 litres. At rest, we inhale and exhale ∼ 5 litres of air per minute (~10 × 500 millilitre breaths per minute, containing ∼ 1 litre of O 2 ); we extract from the inspired air ∼ 250 millilitres of O 2 per minute to support metabolism and add to the expired air ∼ 200 millilitres of CO 2 per minute. The regulation of breathing relies on feedback from peripheral and central chemosensors. Carotid bodies, at the branch point of the carotid arteries, monitor the partial pressure of O 2 (pO 2 ), the partial pressure of CO 2 (pCO 2 ) and pH in arterial blood and signal to the brainstem via the glossopharyngeal nerve (cranial nerve (CN) IX). In the brainstem, chemosensory neurons and glia in the ventral parafacial nucleus (pF V ) and other regions detect and respond to fluctuations in CO 2 levels and pH in the cerebrospinal fluid. These neurons project paucisynaptically to the preBötzinger Complex (preBötC) and other sites to influence breathing to maintain homeostasis. Breathing in mammals (and other air breathers) under most conditions is extremely sensitive to changes in CO 2 levels that directly affect pH. For example, in resting humans, an ~2.5% increase in pCO 2 from 40 to 41 mmHg will increase ventilation ~40% from ~5 to ~7 litres per minute. By contrast, breathing is relatively insensitive to changes in O 2 levels at rest. The O 2 -haemoglobin dissociation curve is fairly flat at normal levels of arterial O 2 (100 ± 20 mm Hg), meaning that haemoglobin is > 96% saturated with O 2 even if breathing increases substantially. However, under certain conditions (for example, high altitude or intense exercise), hypoxia provides a powerful stimulus to breathe. Continuous breathing comes at a considerable metabolic cost insofar as the respiratory muscles are the only skeletal muscles that are active during all sleep and wake states. To counter this, mammals evolved a powerful diaphragm that is sufficient to inflate the lungs, and a resting breathing pattern in which inspiration (and usually postinspiration) is active (requiring muscle contraction), whereas expiration is passive. In birds (and most lower vertebrates) that do not have a diaphragm, inspiration and expiration are both active at rest. Central breathing networks are also modulated by mechanosensory feedback regarding the status of the pump muscles and lungs. Stretchreceptor afferents in airway smooth muscle encode volume-related information via the vagus nerve (CN X), which is crucial in maintaining optimal lung volumes for efficient breathing. This feedback also underlies Breuer-Hering reflexes, which are important in controlling the timing and pattern of each breath. Lung stretch-receptor afferents and their central relay interneurons rhythmically inhibit the inspiratory preBötC and excite the expiratory lateral parafacial nucleus (pF L ) when lungs are inflated (inspiratory termination reflex) and conversely excite the preBötC and inhibit the pF L when lungs are deflated. VII nucleus, facial motor nucleus. The figure is based on a drawing contributed by J. Milstein. www.nature.com/nrn REM-induced irregular breathing, which is insensitive to chemoreceptor drive 49, 51, 53, 54 . Active expiration is also a vital component of various volitional and emotional acts, such as speech, laughing, crying or playing musical instruments. The dual oscillator hypothesis 55, 56 posits that the normally unceasing preBötC oscillator generates inspiratory rhythm, whereas the normally quiescent, conditional pF oscillator (see below), when turned loose, generates the rhythm underlying active expiration (see, for example, Fig. 2d,e) .
The pF abuts the ventral and lateral margins of the facial nucleus; it extends from the dorsal limit of the pyramidal tract medially to the spinal trigeminal tract laterally and contains NK1R-expressing glutamatergic interneurons. Two functionally distinct microcircuitsone laterally located expiratory rhythmogenic site (pF L ) and another, ventrally located, chemosensitive site (pF V ) -are hypothesized to be crucial subpopulations for central chemoreception of CO 2 and pH and for active expiration 57, 58 (inset 2 in Fig. 2f ).
The ventral parafacial nucleus. Neurons of the pF V -which was originally and is still most often referred to as the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN) 8,59-61 -detect signals related to CO 2 and/or pH levels (possibly with the involvement of glia 62, 63 ) and transmit them to the preBötC and other brainstem sites. pF V neurons derive from dorsal progenitor cells that express pairedlike homeobox 2B (PHOX2B) and later express atonal homologue 1 (ATOH1) 64, 65 . During late embryonic and early postnatal stages, pF V neurons spontaneously generate late-expiratory bursts 66, 67 that entrain preBötC rhythm and boost its excitability 68, 69 . For unknown reasons, postnatal pF V neurons lose their spontaneous, late-expiratory rhythmicity 70 while retaining their presumptive role in chemosensation. Neurons of the pF V (that is, the RTN) nonetheless continue to express PHOX2B (for unknown reasons), which has been used as a marker of these neurons in mature rats [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] to investigate central chemoreflexes 59, 60, 74, [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] .
The lateral parafacial nucleus. In mature rats, pF L neurons do not express PHOX2B 83 . In contrast to the extensive characterization of pF V neurons 59, 60, 68, 84 , the genetic identity of the conditional expiratory pF L neurons remains unresolved.
Neurons of the pF L seem silent at rest but are conditionally rhythmic. Disinhibition or activation of pF L neurons triggers late-expiratory bursts of action potentials in these cells, concurrent with active expiration; this link is hypothesized to be causal [56] [57] [58] 80, 83 . Consistent with such a role, pF L neurons project to expiratory premotor neurons in the caudal ventral respiratory group (cVRG; Fig. 2f ), which in turn project to segmental interneurons that excite lumbar motor neurons that innervate abdominal (expiratory pump) muscles 85, 86 (Figs. 1, 2a) .
Active expiration and inspiration are tightly coordinated (see reF.
58 for a comprehensive description of presumptive preBötC-pF L interactions). In adult rodents, the preBötC provides obligatory excitatory drive that facilitates pF L function; if the preBötC is suppressed, active expiration seems unable to occur 58 . This drive is putatively tonic and is perhaps provided by tonically firing preBötC neurons rather than those with rhythmic inspiratory activity. Nevertheless, in younger rodents, expiratory rhythm can be sustained without preBötC activity, revealing another form of preBötC-pF L coupling 56, 87 . The preBötC also transiently inhibits the pF L during inspiration to prevent co-activation of inspiratory and expiratory muscles, which is undesirable during normal breathing but useful during Valsalva manoeuvres (see below). When preBötC activity is suppressed in neonatal or juvenile rats by opioids or excessive lung inflation, the rhythmic activity of late-expiratory pF L neurons, as well as of expiratory muscles and nerves, which are all ordinarily inhibited during inspiration, continues uninterrupted 55, 56, 87, 88 . Cranial motor nuclei controlling airway resistance muscles, the hypoglossal motor nucleus (XII) and the nucleus ambiguus (NA), as well as facial muscles, the facial motor nucleus (VII) and the trigeminal motor nucleus (V), are shown in green. Brainstem sites associated with breathing motor pattern or sensorimotor integration are shown in grey: the rostral ventral respiratory group (rVRG) containing inspiratory , that is, phrenic and external intercostal, premotor neurons and the caudal ventral respiratory group (cVRG) containing expiratory premotor neurons. Other sites include the pontine Kölliker-Fuse nucleus (KF) and parabrachial nucleus (PB), the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) and the expiratory BötC. Also shown is the locus coeruleus (LC) that receives preBötC projections, the cerebellum and the lateral reticular nucleus (LRN). Insets 1 and 2 show transverse sections at the level of the preBötC (dotted line 1) and pF (dotted line 2). Additional structures in the insets include the spinal trigeminal tract (Sp5), the spinal trigeminal sensory nucleus oralis (Sp5O) and the interpolaris (Sp5I), the inferior olive (IO) and the pyramidal tract (pyr). g | In the conventional view of breathing, inspiration, postinspiration and expiration constitute a continuous unitary breathing cycle. According to the contemporary view , inspiration is the inexorable part of the breathing cycle, whereas postinspiration and expiration are conditional, driven by three distinct, coupled oscillators. When all parts of the cycle are manifest, the preBötC coordinates the phases. Part a is adapted with permission from reF.
227
, Elsevier. Part b is adapted with permission from APS, reF. 
Valsalva manoeuvres
Co-contractions of expiratory and inspiratory muscles with a closed glottis, which elevates intra-abdominal pressure.
Thus, tonic excitatory projections from the preBötC to the pF L are of most importance in adult mammals for maintaining pF L functionality, whereas phasic inhibitory projections from the preBötC modulate pF L activity on a cycle-to-cycle basis throughout postnatal life to prevent unwanted inspiratory-expiratory co-activation.
Postinspiration
In addition to the continually rhythmic preBötC inspiratory oscillator and the conditionally rhythmic pF L active expiratory oscillator, the motor pattern of breathing in mammals most often incorporates a third phase, postinspiration, which occurs immediately following inspiration (Fig. 2c,e) . During postinspiration, shortening contraction of laryngeal adductor muscles (which increases airway resistance) and lengthening contraction of the diaphragm act to retard lung deflation. Postinspiration benefits alveolar gas exchange, by increasing the amount of time that air stays in the lungs 89, 90 , and promotes laminar expiratory airflow that diminishes the likelihood of airway collapse. Modulation of airway resistance during postinspiration also contributes to expulsive reflexes, such as cough [91] [92] [93] , and non-respiratory behaviours, such as swallowing 91, [94] [95] [96] [97] and vocalization 98 . Postinspiration is conventionally viewed as an inextricable part of the breathing cycle (Fig. 2g) , with a class of models ascribing an essential rhythmogenic role in (normal) tidal breathing to the postinspiratory activity of inhibitory interneurons in the BötC (which is rostral to and distinct from the preBötC) [99] [100] [101] (Fig. 2f) . However, because postinspiratory muscle activity stops intermittently during sleep and under anaesthesia, it is not essential for tidal breathing 90 or breathing rhythmogenesis. (Whether chloride-mediated inhibition originating in the BötC is obligatory for rhythmogenesis is discussed below in Synaptic inhibition models).
The neural mechanisms underlying postinspiration are attributed to a distributed, non-rhythmogenic network involving lung mechanoreceptors 102 and pontine circuits 90, [103] [104] [105] . Recently, postinspiratory activity was proposed to be generated by a noradrenaline-sensitive, conditional oscillator medial to the pF and the Vii nucleus, dubbed the 'postinspiratory complex'(PiCo) 106 (inset 2 in Fig. 2f ). PiCo interneurons are both glutamatergic and cholinergic, and are modulated by SST and opioids, unequivocally differentiating them from their (active) expiration-related neighbours in the pF L 55,56,85,87 and BötC [107] [108] [109] [110] . PiCo is postulated to be an independent breathing-related oscillator for the following reasons: in neonatal rodent slices, peptides independently modulate PiCo and preBötC rhythms; PiCo retains its rhythmicity when isolated; and stimulation of PiCo interneurons in vitro evokes postinspiratory, but never inspiratory, bursts 106 . Regardless of where postinspiratory activity originates, it must be coordinated with inspiratory preBötC and expiratory pF L activities (Fig. 2g) . Although PiCo-pF L interactions remain to be characterized, the dominant PiCo-preBötC relationship seems to be mutually inhibitory. In vivo, optogenetic activation of PiCo delays the onset of the next inspiration 106 . In vitro, photoactivation of the preBötC inhibits PiCo interneurons 106 ; in normal breathing, this mutual inhibition would ensure that PiCo activity is not concurrent with inspiration.
Rhythm generation: a rogues' gallery
More than a quarter of a century since the discovery of the preBötC and the development of rhythmically active in vitro preparations, the mechanisms of rhythm 
Tidal breathing
Periodic inhalation and exhalation of gas in and out of the gas-exchange structure (lungs) along a common pathway (the trachea).
VII nucleus
The facial motor nucleus, the constituent motor neurons of which innervate facial muscles via the seventh cranial nerve. generation remain unresolved. We assert that this is due to the persistence of canonical models of rhythmogenesis in which phase-sequencing synaptic inhibition, or cellular pacemakers (that is, specialized autorhythmic neurons), are essential, despite increasingly strong evidence against them. Further complicating matters, conventional aspects of CPG rhythms typically considered to be crucial, in particular neuronal bursts of action potentials 111 , may not be so. Here, we discuss several models of rhythmogenesis.
Synaptic inhibition models.
Since the 1970s, the paradigmatic model for breathing was built on the longstanding, familiar 'half-centre' concept 112, 113 that depends on synaptic inhibition. According to this model, regenerative inspiratory activity, produced through recurrent excitation, exceeds a threshold, triggering a powerful inhibitory network that forces a systemwide reset, followed by a refractory period (expiratory phase) before the next inspiratory phase 114, 115 . This model is intuitive and appealing because, with the right parameters, it can readily generate an output pattern resembling phrenic nerve discharge in vivo. However, experiments in reduced preparations in vitro that spontaneously generate rhythmic breathing-related motor output do not support this model. Blocking GABA type A receptor (GABA A R)-mediated and glycine-mediated inhibition in rhythmic slices does not stop or even substantially change the frequency of breathing-related rhythm 116 , nor do blockers of GABA type B receptor (GABA B R)-mediated K + currents 117, 118 , indicating that conventional postsynaptic
Phase-sequencing synaptic inhibition
Transitions between phases of a network rhythm that are governed by synaptic inhibition.
Box 1 | Mathematical models of breathing
mathematical modelling complements experimental neuroscience by providing proof of principle and non-trivial, experimentally testable predictions. Before recounting the utility of models, we discuss some provisos of such approaches.
Compared with single-neuron models, network models tend to be more problematic because their real-life connectivity and synaptic properties are highly relevant and yet unknown, and (in many cases) currently unknowable. Therefore, network models of the breathing central pattern generator (CPG) cannot avoid using myriad unmeasured parameters. Given that such parameters can be continually recalibrated or adjusted to fit new data, the risk is that such models represent a sliding proof of principle rather than a substantive verification of the underlying conceptual model.
In contrast to detailed network models, highly abstracted CPG models feature lumped populations or state variables that track average firing rates or plateau-like states rather than actual neuronal variables. Such abstracted models can be useful in understanding how populations interact, if validated by spiking-based models 206 . However, abstract model components that have no biological analogue risk failing to recapitulate spike-timing-dependent mechanisms that are crucial for many neural functions, including emergent network rhythms (for example, see Fig. 3c ).
models with the potential to advance our understanding of the neural bases of breathing should meet several criteria:
• Their equations and parameters should be publicly available (for example, in open-access databases such as model DB and Biomodels Database (see Related links)) for independent replication • They should adhere to the generally accepted industrial standard of 'verification, validation, and uncertainty quantification' (vvuQ) 207 • They should track membrane potentials and spikes rather than abstracted variables, such as spike rate • They should comprise hundreds to thousands of individual neurons with realistic intrinsic properties and connectivity. For example, the preBötzinger Complex (preBötC) includes ~1,000 core interneurons 16, 29, 48, 147, 170, 173, 189, 208 , among which constituent rhythmogenic neurons connect to one another via excitatory chemical synapses with a one-way probability of ~13% and excitatory postsynaptic potentials measuring ~3 mv (reF.
171

)
• preBötC models should generate burstlets and should not require inhibition, pacemaker neurons, postinspiratory activity or bursts as essential for normal rhythm generation • Stimulation of four to nine constituent neurons in a constructed preBötC model must result in network-wide bursts and motor output 148 (if motor circuits are included 170 ) • They must be probed for sensitivity of all parameters that are not tightly constrained by data 209 and fit data that were not used to constrain them • They must reproduce the phase-response relationships measured in vivo 39, 127, 210 Several biophysically realistic models have helped elucidate the breathing CPG. experimental tests of a preBötC model composed of conditional pacemaker neurons and excitatory synapses 133, 134 renewed emphasis on synaptic interactions and network (rather than pacemaker) properties in rhythmogenesis 129, 135, [211] [212] [213] . A group-pacemaker-based network oscillator 132 dependent on synaptically triggered conductances for bursting 154 generated non-intuitive predictionssome right, some wrong. Although this model's dependence on bursting conductances probably does not accurately reflect rhythmogenesis 111, 151 , together with cell-photoablation experiments in slices, the model predicted the existence of premotor neurons in the preBötC core 170, 214 . This prediction was later validated by further photoablation studies in slices 169 and photostimulation experiments in adult mice 39 . Two contemporary models are noteworthy for entirely emphasizing emergent network properties. Schwab et al. 215 and Guerrier et al. 172 built networks that demonstrated rich dynamics using neurons without bursting conductances and with rudimentary connectivity and synaptic dynamics.
Burstlet theory furthers this progression from cellular to network properties by providing experimental evidence for independent processes that underlie network bursts and rhythm 111, 151 . We propose that breathing rhythmogenesis relies on the dynamics of excitatory synapses and network connectivity rather than pacemakers, inhibition, bursts or postsynaptic conductances.
inhibition is not obligatory for preBötC rhythmogenesis, at least in vitro.
A revision of the half-centre-like paradigm features a ring of three interconnected inhibitory neuronal populations: one in the preBötC and two in the adjacent BötC (that need not be present in rhythmic slices) 1, 119 . The computational inhibitory ring model can be parameterized to produce a breathing pattern with sequential and discrete inspiratory, postinspiratory and late-expiratory phases 100, 101, 120, 121 (BOx 1).
How does the inhibitory ring model of rhythmogenesis stand up to experimental tests? In preparations in situ (that is, retaining the rostral body and neuraxis of a (usually) juvenile, decerebrate rodent retrogradely perfused through the aorta, allowing recordings of motor activity from multiple spinal and cranial nerves), blocking glycine-mediated inhibition causes the normally distinct inspiratory and postinspiratory phases in phrenic and vagus nerve activity to merge, but the rhythm nevertheless persists 122 . Along similar lines, blocking all ionotropic receptor-mediated inhibition in situ, either completely by removing chloride from the perfusate 101 or by co-application of GABA A R blockers and glycine receptor blockers 123 , alters the pattern and frequency of nerve activity from rhythmic to tonic.
These in vitro and in situ observations are interpreted to represent validation of the inhibitory ring model 101, [121] [122] [123] because they show perturbation of rhythmicity during diminished or absent inhibition. However, such criteria are insufficient for validation. Rather, the experiments in vitro and in situ show that GABA A R-mediated and glycine-receptor-mediated inhibition influences preBötC excitability and can thus affect the rhythm or pattern of inspiratory motor output and the phasic relationship between inspiration and postinspiration 124, 125 . However, these findings do not show that inhibition is necessary for inspiratory rhythmogenesis. Bursts are associated with fullamplitude activity synchronized in the preBötC and XII nerve root. Loweramplitude burstlets (without XII output) are marked with red triangles. b | Schematic of network activity underlying burstlets, bursts and XII output. Numerals indicate different stages of the trajectories in part a: 1, refractory state following inspiration; 2, spontaneous spiking resumes in some neuronal constituents; 3, active neurons are mutually reinforcing owing to recurrent synaptic interconnections, resulting in low-amplitude pre-inspiratory activity that percolates through the rhythmogenic population (that is, a burstlet); and 4, the burstlet triggers a full burst, which propagates to pattern-related preBötC neurons, premotor neurons and motor neurons, generating XII motor output. Colour scale: blue reflects quiescence, and pink and red map to progressively higher rates of spiking. Lines connecting the cells represent strength of synaptic drive: the absence of a line reflects synaptic depression; dotted lines reflect light synaptic drive; and solid lines represent strong drive. c | The interburst interval (IBI) in part a (shown at 9 mM K + ) is reproduced here to illustrate the role of spike synchronization, schematized by three neurons projecting to a fourth neuron. Left: when action potentials (APs) are unsynchronized, excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) do not summate. Middle and right: as the constituent neurons fire APs in progressively greater synchrony , the summation of EPSPs progressively increases, generating more spikes in postsynaptic partners. We suggest that greater synchrony among preBötC neurons ensues during the IBI. Part a is republished with permission of Society of Neuroscience, from Distinct inspiratory rhythm and pattern generating mechanisms in the preBötzinger complex, Kam Of course, the real arbiter of the physiological relevance of inhibition in rhythmogenesis is what happens in (more or less) intact mammals when inhibition is perturbed locally. In adult rodents with intact afferent feedback, blocking inhibition pharmacologically within the preBötC (and the rostrally adjacent BötC) does not stop breathing 126 . Rather, this manipulation within the preBötC blocks the powerful Breuer-Hering reflex mediated by pulmonary stretch-receptor afferents of the vagus nerve, leading to lower-frequency and greater-amplitude inspiration. If this reflex is eliminated by cutting the vagus nerve, which itself lowers the frequency and increases the peak amplitude of inspiration, then blocking inhibition in the preBötC (and/or BötC) has little or no further effect 126 . Even vagotomized adult rodents lacking peripheral chemoreceptor drive from carotid bodies maintain breathing rhythms after focal blockade of inhibition in the preBötC 123 . Consistent with these results, transient photoinhibition of preBötC glycinergic neurons during inspiration increases its amplitude but not its duration 127 . We conclude that synaptic inhibition is not essential for inspiratory rhythmogenesis in intact mammals.
Pacemakers. The initial identification of the preBötC included recordings from voltage-dependent, rhythmically bursting, putative 'pacemaker' neurons 1 . preBötC neurons with these pacemaker-like properties, subsequently shown to depend on the persistent Na + current (I NaP ) or the Ca 2+ -activated nonspecific cationic current (I CAN ) for their autorhythmicity [128] [129] [130] [131] , were hypothesized to underlie the preBötC rhythm 1, 132 . Although mathematical models of preBötC rhythmicity that consist of simulated excitatory pacemaker neurons support the feasibility of this hypothesis [133] [134] [135] , it does not stand up to experimental tests.
I NaP and I CAN are not limited to excitatory neurons with pacemaker properties; rather, they are widely expressed in all excitatory 46, 136 and many inhibitory 137 preBötC neurons. Thus, any perturbation of these currents will affect most (if not all) preBötC neurons and cannot be ascribed to effects on only pacemaker or pacemaker-like neurons. Moreover, drugs that attenuate I NaP and I CAN , such as riluzole and flufenamic acid (which, in experiments in vitro, inconsistently perturb or stop preBötC and motor nerve rhythms), nonspecifically affect other neuronal properties, such as membrane potential and synaptic transmission 138, 139 . In addition, in some studies, these drugs are applied at excessively high concentrations -that is, doses several-fold higher than their half-maximal effective concentration -and without stringent experimental controls that would account for effects outside the preBötC. Indeed, when the off-target effects of drugs such as riluzole or flufenamic acid on excitability are explicitly offset or limited to the preBötC, rhythm and motor output continue unabated 129, 140 . Although gasping-like rhythms in reduced in vitro and in situ preparations may involve I NaP -dependent pacemaker properties 131, 141 , more than 20 years of in vitro experiments have failed to produce strong evidence for the rhythmogenic role of pacemaker-like properties in normal eupnoea-like breathing and indeed have yielded considerable data that refute this hypothesis. Nonetheless, some researchers continue to interpret data obtained under these experimental conditions as confirmation of the pacemaker hypothesis 131, [142] [143] [144] . As discussed above, in vivo data are the ultimate arbiter of physiological relevance. Pacemaker or pacemakerlike neurons in the preBötC in vivo are conspicuous by their absence; if they are there and essential, they should be easy to identify. The pacemaker hypothesis may not be dead, but is, at best, gasping.
Recurrent excitation: bursts and burstlets.
A network oscillator in which constituent interneurons, if provided with excitatory drive, interact to produce a rhythm is an alternative to the unlikely half-centre and pacemaker-driven breathing CPG models 145, 146 . The premise of the model is that, starting with a mostly silent network after inspiration, spontaneous activity in a few preBötC neurons induces postsynaptic activity in other preBötC neurons, with connectivity and excitability tuned such that activity percolates among them, building to a crescendo during inspiration [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] . According to the group-pacemaker hypothesis of rhythmogenesis 132, 153, 154 , such recurrent excitation evokes inward currents such as I CAN in preBötC neurons, leading to a pronounced network-wide burst. This burst is followed by a transient refractory period proposed to be due to intrinsic activity-dependent outward currents and synaptic depression [155] [156] [157] [158] but not, for reasons explained above, requiring postsynaptic inhibition. The cycle restarts with the abatement of refractoriness and the spontaneous resumption of activity in a few neurons, which reignites the percolation process.
We posit that a small fraction of preBötC neurons initiates each cycle of recurrent excitation to generate the collective burst 148 , and that the initiating neurons can differ for each cycle. This notion is based on our observation that concurrently exciting as few as four preBötC inspiratory neurons in vitro (by photolytic glutamate uncaging) reliably triggers, after a 100-400 ms delay, a preBötC network burst and motor output 148 . Note that breathing-related rhythms in vitro are typically ~0.2 Hz, whereas breathing frequency in intact rodents typically exceeds 2 Hz. At a higher temperature in vivo (~37 °C, versus ~27 °C in vitro), far more preBötC neurons are spontaneously active, providing multiple seed points for recurrent excitation and accelerating the entire process, consistent with frequencies of 2-5 Hz in mice.
A requisite feature of breathing movements is rhythmic bursts of action potentials generated by preBötC neurons that propagate via pattern-related premotor neurons to motor neurons that drive inspiratory muscle contraction. This requirement underlies the longstanding paradigm that rhythmic bursts in the core of the breathing CPG (that is, the preBötC) are an essential rhythmogenic mechanism 115, 159 . We suggest not. Why? In field potential recordings of the preBötC in vitro, low-amplitude population activity during pre-inspiration precedes high-amplitude inspiratory bursts 111 that lead inexorably to motor output. A critical component of the
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excitatory drive underlying pre-inspiratory and inspiratory activity in the preBötC is a steady Na + leak current (via the Na + leak channel NALCN) that tonically depolarizes rhythmogenic preBötC neurons 160, 161 (and, given its pharmacokinetics, NALCN probably mediates (some of) the effects of peptide modulators on preBötC function 162, 163 ). However, pre-inspiratory and inspiratory activity are not inexorably linked; imposing mild reductions in neural excitability in vitro (by reducing extracellular K + levels) causes intermittent failure of the inspiratory burst, such that only the low-amplitude component (known as the 'burstlet') remains. Further reductions in excitability increase the failure rate of these bursts, yet the burstlet rhythm continues, with its frequency similar to the original burst-only rhythm 111 (see panels depicting 9 mM to 3 mM K + in Fig. 3a) . preBötC neurons discharge fewer spikes and at lower rates during burstlets than during bursts 111 . In light of these findings, the burstlet hypothesis 111, 151 posits that preBötC burstlets are low-amplitude rhythmogenic preinspiratory components needed for (but do not always lead to) bursts and that bursts themselves are dispensable for rhythmogenesis.
If bursts are not essential for rhythmogenesis, then two major assumptions need re-evaluation. The first assumption to be reconsidered is that rhythmogenic mechanisms rely on burst-associated, high-voltageactivated ionic conductances and marked increases in intracellular Ca 2+ . Instead, voltage-dependent mechanisms that operate at subthreshold membrane potentials associated with burstlets, previously ignored, must now be considered. The second assumption to be reconsidered is that inspiratory motor nerve discharge is determined solely by pattern-generating premotor neuron circuits downstream of the preBötC 9,164-168 (Fig. 2f) . If bursts are indeed non-rhythmogenic yet essential for motor output, then pattern-generating circuits must now also incorporate preBötC neurons (Fig. 3b) . Indeed, some DBX1 preBötC neurons function as inspiration-related hypoglossal premotor neurons 48, 169, 170 , and glutamatergic SST-expressing preBötC output neurons 11 form part of the pattern generator but not the core oscillator 39 . We propose that a burstlet-based rhythmogenic mechanism involves preBötC interneurons transitioning from unsynchronized low-frequency spiking (< 5 Hz) to more coincident, higher-frequency spiking (> 5 Hz) as the burstlet grows. In this scheme, network assembly corresponds to neuron synchronization, which facilitates the summation of excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSPs) above a threshold (Fig. 3c) . preBötC inspiratory neurons in vitro discharge between 5 Hz and 40 Hz across the breathing cycle, with each action potential producing ~3-5 mV unitary EPSPs 171 . As individual preBötC neurons do not spike at high enough frequencies to alone produce postsynaptic action potentials, (nearly) convergent input from three to five concurrently spiking neurons would be required to depolarize a postsynaptic neuron to spike threshold (typically from − 60 mV to − 45 mV). This back-of-theenvelope calculation nicely matches the aforementioned in vitro observation that concurrent activation of four or more preBötC neurons can evoke preBötC and hypoglossal (XII) motor output bursts at delays consistent with the induction of burstlets 148 . Note that between four and nine preBötC neurons are required to trigger bursts and motor output; that variability may pertain to neuron subtype or may reflect when the neurons are stimulated during the interburst interval, because presumably more neurons would need to be stimulated to evoke a burst during the early part of the interburst interval when constituent preBötC neurons are recovering from refractoriness 156, 172 . Direct measures from paired neuronal recordings suggest that each excitatory inspiratory preBötC neuron projects to ~13% of the other inspiratory neurons in the preBötC 171 . (We note that indirect methods of measuring connectivity infer tenfold lower connectivity 147 a discordant result that we speculate is due to decreased sensitivity of these assays.) Extrapolating and assuming a rhythmogenic population of ~1,000 neurons 48, 152, 173 , 130 excitatory presynaptic partners project to each inspiratory preBötC neuron. In that context, ~3-5% of its partners would need to spike in tight temporal sequence to drive this neuron to threshold and to depolarize its own postsynaptic partners in turn. This estimation is a testable prediction of burstlet theory (Fig. 3c) .
Burstlet theory posits that burst-associated conductances are important for robust output 157, 174, 175 but are not themselves rhythmogenic. Is such a mechanism in which bursts are not themselves rhythmogenic feasible? One computational model (BOx 1) assembled a network of neurons lacking bursting conductances -that is, I NaP , I CAN and a high-threshold Ca 2+ current -endowed with only spiking conductances and excitatory synapses that are subject to short-term facilitation and depression. This model is rhythmic and can replicate benchmark experimental results 172 , including the effects of photostimulation or laser ablation of preBötC neurons 48, 148 . That model, together with experimental recordings of burstlets and bursts triggered via small subsets of preBötC neurons 111, 148 , emphasizes the importance of delineating the topology and dynamics of excitatory interconnections. We see the time-consuming and tedious quantification of synaptic connectivity among candidate rhythmogenic preBötC neurons as a worthwhile and unavoidable step in cracking rhythmogenesis.
The role of glia. Once viewed principally as nutritive and supportive elements, glia are now understood to be functionally much more diverse, and their role in preBötC function is currently being re-evaluated. Although astrocytes lack electrical excitability, they can modulate extracellular ion concentrations, and respond to and release various transmitters, profoundly affecting neighbouring neurons and their constituent circuits and/or microcircuits. For example, masticatory rhythmogenesis is hypothesized to result from oral afferents triggering astrocytic release of an endogenous Ca 2+ -binding protein that reduces the extracellular concentration of free Ca 2+ ; this modulates neuronal excitability and induces oscillatory bursting in trigeminal interneurons that putatively drive chewing movements 176 . In the breathing CPG, astrocytes seem to, at a minimum, metabolically support preBötC neurons. For example, in vitro, inspiratory rhythms are perturbed by glial toxins (such as fluoroacetate or methionine sulfoximine) but are restored when key astrocyte-derived substrates, primarily glutamine, are replaced 177, 178 . A major challenge is to design experiments that distinguish between the various metabolic, ionhomeostatic and transmitter-releasing or transmitterresponding functions of glia. For the breathing CPG, a small subpopulation of putative preBötC astrocytes shows weak and inconsistent increases in intracellular Ca 2+ in phase with preBötC inspiratory rhythm in vitro 179 , but the functional importance of this remains unclear. Gliotransmission probably has an important role in the pF V , where astrocytes can detect CO 2 and pH 62, 63 , and in the preBötC, where astrocytes can detect hypoxia 180, 181 ; astrocytes are likely to facilitate the regulation of these critical physiological variables through effects on breathing rhythm and pattern.
Problem of scale. Noteworthy is that current views of the neural basis of breathing rhythm generation are based almost exclusively on analysis of small mammals. Rodents breathe 2-5 times per second, but large mammals such as elephants breathe 4-12 times per minute and whales (including the bowhead, humpback and grey whales) all breathe about once per minute when not diving. Thus, mice breathe 100-300-fold faster than do whales. Whether similar neural mechanisms operate over disparate timescales is an intriguing question. Upon ultimate identification of the relevant mechanisms in rodents, an interesting challenge will be to determine the transformed mechanisms that generate (much) slower frequencies.
Breathing and orofacial behaviours
With vertebrate evolution, the oropharyngeal cavity became very busy, critical for such diverse behaviours as breathing, vocalization, biting, chewing, swallowing, coughing and sniffing. Humans -through evolution of speech -added to this morass a complex and highly compliant airway, which is, unfortunately, prone to collapse during sleep. Conflicts between breathing and other behaviours, such as swallowing, exist because the pharynx is a common path for delivery of nutrients to the stomach via the oesophagus and air to the lungs via the trachea, but such conflicts must be avoided. Consequently, breathing is normally exquisitely coordinated with a multitude of orofacial behaviours.
The nature of the conflicts and need for coordination of orofacial behaviours and breathing have changed through evolution. The emergence of a spinal motor neuron-driven and axial muscle-driven aspiration pump in reptiles, birds and mammals relieved the oropharynx of its role as a breathing pump, reducing one source of conflict. However, the recruitment of chest wall muscles for breathing introduced new respiratory-locomotor constraints, leading to an elaboration of mechanisms that coordinate breathing with locomotion (BOx 2). The emergence of the preBötC as the primary oscillator for breathing in mammals, which was presumably tightly associated with the appearance of the diaphragm as well as the consequent transition to being primarily inspiratory breathers, further reduced oropharyngeal conflicts. For example, the preBötC prevents concurrent inspiration and swallow by inhibiting the swallowing CPG. Thus, swallows induced by afferent signals that arrive during inspiration are delayed such that they occur
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Box 2 | Locomotion entrains respiratory rhythm
Respiratory and locomotor central pattern generators (CPGs) can operate independently, but locomotion has influenced the evolution of respiratory pumps and their neural control. Breathing is costly for water-breathing vertebrates, owing to the high density and low o 2 content of water; diverse strategies evolved in fish to address this challenge. Some cichlid fish synchronize their pectoral fin power stroke with opening of the mouth and opercula
216
. other fish, such as the salmonids (salmon and trout), use mechanoreceptive feedback relating to water velocity to trigger so-called ram ventilation, in which breathing movements stop, the mouth and opercula open and forward movement forces water over the gills. most extreme, some species of pelagic fish, which are rapid swimmers with streamlined bodies (tuna, shark, swordfish and mackerel), are obligate ram ventilators; that is, they never breathe per se -their locomotor muscles act as the respiratory pump 217 , and they must swim continuously to avoid suffocation. Whether the brainstem in these species retains the ability to generate breathing rhythm is unknown.
The transition to a terrestrial environment and the evolution of aspiration breathing powered by axial muscles introduced the potential for interference between breathing and locomotion. In reptiles, breathing movements require bilateral synchronization of axial chest muscles (for inspiration) and abdominal muscles (for expiration), whereas locomotion requires left-right alternation of chest and abdominal muscles. That intrinsic incompatibility prevents reptiles from increasing ventilation outside of a modest range of running speeds 218 . By contrast, multiple neural mechanisms have evolved in birds and mammals that reduce interference, by synchronizing (in a 1:1 ratio) or coordinating breathing with diverse forms of locomotion. Synchronization is common in galloping quadrupeds, hopping kangaroos and flying birds and bats 219 . However, other relationships are common and often adaptable, including in humans and birds. Breathing rhythm can be synchronized to locomotor rhythm via efferent signals from the spinal locomotor CPG to the brainstem breathing CPG 37, 220, 221 . Afferent feedback from moving limbs and pulmonary mechanoreceptors can alter this central synchronization to produce multiple coupling ratios and also independently coordinate breathing with locomotion 220, [222] [223] [224] . locomotor-respiratory coordination, which is pervasive among birds and terrestrial mammals, may confer a selective advantage by minimizing interference or reducing the cost of breathing and may be exploited in the evolution of new behaviours. For example, descending motor commands in insect-eating bats coordinate wingbeat with breathing (active expiration) and vocalization, exploiting the force generated by wing muscles to minimize the high cost of generating echolocation pulses 225, 226 . primarily during expiration 91, 94, 95 , which diminishes the probability that food or liquid enters the trachea 91, 95, 96 . The preBötC also has a central, yet incompletely defined, role in reflexes related to breathing, such as in cough, a powerful protective expulsive reflex produced by brainstem microcircuits, including the breathing CPG 92 . Cough has several phases. Sensory airway signals or volitional commands trigger the inspiratory phase, which is followed by a postinspiratory phase that involves closing the glottis. Expiratory muscle contraction against a closed glottis generates high positive airway pressure that, upon sudden glottal opening, produces high-velocity expiratory airflow, followed by a prolonged passive expiratory phase to accommodate swallows 91 . Disrupted coordination of coughing and swallowing -for example, resulting from incomplete glottal closure during swallow, which is unfortunately common in neurodegenerative diseases -increases the risk of aspiration pneumonia 93, 97 . Inspiratory and expiratory muscle activities are typically sequential and consequently out of phase, but in the Valsalva manoeuvre, powerful co-contraction of abdominal (expiratory) muscles and the crural diaphragm against a closed glottis generates high intra-abdominal pressure that is necessary for defecation and for stabilizing the abdominal and thoracic cavities for heavy lifting.
The preBötC generates the high-frequency, shallow breathing that underlies sniffing, and, in rodents, synchronizes sniffing (> 5 Hz) with exploratory orofacial behaviours such as licking and whisking 182, 183 . Sniffing and whisking can occur independently, but when co-active they are synchronized via cycle-to-cycle resetting of the whisking rhythm by preBötC-driven sniffing 41, 42, 184 . As described above, the preBötC coordinates inspiration with active expiration and postinspiration during the breathing cycle 56, 106 . Thus, the preBötC inspiratory rhythm broadcasts a 'master clock' signal that coordinates inspiration with episodic, non-respiratory orofacial behaviours, and possibly provides a timing signal to temporally bind convergent feeding-related sensory inputs concerning smell, taste and touch 184, 185 . Breathing-coupled rhythms in the hippocampus [186] [187] [188] may even help to form associations between spatial maps (acquired through whisking) and smells and tastes (via sniffing and licking), which we speculate may assist in foraging.
Sighing, arousal and emotion Mammalian breathing is punctuated periodically (every ~5 minutes in humans, every ~2 minutes in rodents) by sighs -large inspiratory efforts that are roughly double the size of normal breaths and are crucial for reinflating collapsed alveoli and preventing atelectasis. As alveoli are fluid-lined, collapsed alveoli need very high inspiratory pressure to overcome the surface tension, which binds collapsed alveoli walls together, in order to reinflate. In mammals, the breathing CPG routinely and periodically induces much larger breaths (that is, sighs) for this purpose. Thus, sighing every few minutes is essential to maintain proper lung function. Sigh frequency is especially high in young infants and during hypoxia, when high breathing frequencies may predispose alveoli to atelectasis. On top of this background of rhythmic physiological sighing, we also generate sighs that are associated with emotions such as relief, grief, exasperation, exhaustion, yearning and happiness, among others.
A microcircuit consisting of four neural subpopulations -two in the preBötC and two in the pF -seems to be necessary for physiological sighing 189 and might have a role in emotional sighs (Fig. 4a) . A subset of glutamatergic pF neurons that expresses PHOX2B 71, 84, 190, 191 and the peptides NMB or GRP project to partially overlapping subpopulations of preBötC neurons that express NMB receptors (NMBRs) and/or GRP receptors (GRPRs) (~200 preBötC neurons in total). In adult rats, injection of NMB or GRP into the preBötC increases sigh frequency (Fig. 4b,c) . Injection of antagonists of either peptide receptor into the preBötC decreases sigh frequency, and co-injection of both antagonists transiently abolishes sighing. Genetic deletion of either peptide receptor slows endogenous sigh frequency by ~40% 189 . How this microcircuit of pF and preBötC neurons produces a sigh rhythm approximately tenfold slower than the normal breathing rhythm is unknown. One proposed mechanism is that periodic bursts of NMBexpressing and GRP-expressing pF neurons directly evoke preBötC sigh bursts 189, 192 , which -similar to sighs themselves -are larger in magnitude than normal breathing bursts 193, 194 . However, no sigh-associated rhythmicity has been reported in the pF. Indeed, sigh bursts seem to be generated within the preBötC, as demonstrated by their production in medullary slices (which lack the pF) and by the fact that NMB or GRP injection into the preBötC of intact rats progressively increases sigh rate 189, 193, 194 . Our favoured hypothesis is that peptidergic drive to the NMBR-expressing and GRPR-expressing preBötC cells (including neurons and perhaps glia) incrementally activates an as-yet un identified intraneuronal signalling pathway that takes tens of normal breathing cycles to pass a threshold for sigh generation and then resets 189 . Another subpopulation of glutamatergic, DBX1 preBötC neurons may also affect arousal and perhaps emotional regulation. Approximately 350 preBötC neurons (175 per side) express the cell adhesion molecule cadherin 9 (CDH9). These DBX1 CDH9 + neurons project to and modulate the activity of locus coeruleus neurons 12 , which in turn project throughout the brain to influence attention, general arousal, sleep, gastrointestinal function, fear and even panic. Lesioning DBX1 CDH9 + preBötC neurons produces languid mice with a lower basal breathing rate and a shift from theta frequency activity (6-10 Hz) to delta frequency activity (0.5-4 Hz) measured using electrocorticography, suggesting an altered state of preternatural calm 12 or, perhaps, lethargy. Breathing pattern certainly correlates with arousal level. 'Fight or flight' responses ensure that maximum exertion, attention and stress are coupled to rapid breathing. Conversely, mental calmness is associated with slow breathing, and low stress levels are linked with slower, deeper breathing 195 . Taking one or more deep
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breaths is widely recognized to promote mindfulness and dispel distress. Breathing exercises performed during meditation or yoga can help to ameliorate negative emotional states such as depression, anxiety and stress, and can improve mood and cognitive processing [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] [203] . The underlying mechanisms are likely tied to the breathing rhythms in many suprapontine areas, such as the hippocampus 186 , which can modulate cognitive function and fear 188 . Although the neural substrates that enable breathing to influence cognition and emotion remain speculative, sniffing (rapid breathing), via rhythmic activation of the olfactory bulb, coordinates with hippocampal rhythmicity, which may aid in binding (associating), for example, odours and emotional memory, such as predator odour and fear 186, 188 . preBötC DBX1 CDH9 + neuronal projections to the locus coeruleus 12 are a possible source of emotional influence, but there are many additional pathways through which the breathing CPG could influence higher brain centres to affect emotion. Such pathways include the following: preBötC projections to suprapontine nuclei via direct or indirect pathways through the parabrachial nuclei or locus coeruleus or via olfactory nuclei, which receive respiratory-modulated input; vagal afferent input activated by large inspiratory efforts (note that vagal stimulation is effective in treating depression) 204 ; afferent pathways activated by changes in blood gases; and collaterals of descending inputs that drive volitional or emotional breathing. The bottom line is that there are numerous connections between the brainstem breathing CPG and more rostral brain structures [186] [187] [188] through which physiological, volitional and emotional stimuli that affect breathing in turn affect arousal, emotion and cognition 195, 205 .
Perspectives
The neural mechanisms of breathing are tractable. Often overlooked and underappreciated, the behaviour itself is exceptionally well characterized, and every aspect -for example, blood gases and pH, muscle electromyography and ventilatory parameters -can be reliably and easily measured, mitigating the need for behavioural surrogates. Brainstem breathing circuits are robust, and their constituent neuronal activity and rhythmic outputs can be recorded and manipulated in vivo and in reduced preparations, even in slices.
Breathing in intact mammals depends on coupled neural oscillators: the preBötC drives the inexorable inspiratory rhythm that coordinates presumptive conditional oscillators for other phases of the breathing cycle as well as for sighing and orofacial behaviours in general. Furthermore, the preBötC influences arousal, cognitive function and emotion. Given its highly favourable experimental accessibility and its well-understood roles, we are optimistic that soon the neural underpinnings of breathing will be deeply understood, its underlying microcircuits well defined, its cellular constituents identified and physiologically characterized and its neural mechanisms and dynamics demonstrated at the biophysical level. Ultimately, such understanding would illuminate a fundamentally important and complex mammalian behaviour that is directly relevant to human health. NATuRe RevIeWS | NEuRoSCiENCE
